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Many readers are familiar with metaphorical descriptions of previous definitions of the interpreter’s conduit role,
equating interpreters with telephones, bridges, channels of communication, and so forth (Frishberg, 1990; Solow,
1981). However, they are no longer used, as metaphorical analogies can be restrictive in considering the role of
the interpreter (Roy, 1993).
The interpreting process has also been described in analogical terms by mechanistically comparing interpreting
practice to machine processing, involving a process of decoding, analysis, and re-coding of language (Moser,
1978). It was later argued that this description was an over-simplistic way of examining the interpreting process,
as other psycho-, socio-, extra-, and para-linguistic factors need to be taken into account, along with social,
cultural, psychological, environmental, and physiological demands (Pöchhacker, 2004). Although we have
“moved beyond the code model” (Turner, 2009), a mechanistic analogy may still be appropriate in representing
the complex triad of an interpreter-mediated dialogue, in which the interpreter is involved in co-constructing the
meaning of a message. Turner suggests that three inter-dependent cogs of an engine represent the three
participants in the triad and illustrates the uptake of meaning by each interlocutor. Although the use of metaphor
or analogy may be limited in its usefulness for the analysis of the interpreting role or process, these methods can
still be worthy linguistic tools for the reflection and (sometimes humorous!) introspection of the translation and
interpretation profession and practice. For example, Turner (2007) used analogy to metaphorically equate signed
language translation and interpreting with the Wright brothers’ feat of flying a plane for 12 seconds over 37
meters. In the same way that their aircraft left terra firma, Turner stated that the signed language translation and
interpreting profession was being launched into a new era, with the publication of more research in the field.
I have also used metaphor in the title of a forthcoming chapter that I am writing: If a tree falls in a forest and no
one is there to hear it, does it make a noise? The merits of publishing interpreting research. If researchers are
investigating aspects of interpreting, but are not publishing their findings, how can we benefit from the research?
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Likewise, if interpreter educators are reflecting on and evaluating their teaching, and not publishing their
reflections, how can the quality of interpreter education improve?
Furthermore, in an invited oration to the Australian Sign Language Interpreters Association (ASLIA National)
conference (Napier, 2006a), I posited that there is an analogy between signed language interpreting and Star Trek,
discussing how mentoring is vital to support the “next generation” of interpreters. I used a range of well known
quotes from Star Trek episodes to demonstrate (a) how interpreting can be exciting, challenging, and confronting
and (b) that the professional interpreting association and experienced practitioners have a role in supporting
novice interpreters as they enter into (and as they stay in) the profession.
Essentially, my point is that we all have a responsibility to take newer interpreters by the hand and guide them,
encourage them, mentor them. We should have faith in the next generation of interpreters; by educating them,
guiding them, and mentoring them, they should be better interpreters than we are, and we should “make it so.”
This message applies to translators and interpreters of all languages.
I would also like to apply the same message to translation and to interpreting educators and researchers—that is,
encouraging not only newer educators and researchers but also students and practitioners (both novice and
experienced) who are interested in self-reflection as an action research process. We are still learning about the
processes and products involved in translation and interpreting; thus, we still need further research from all
perspectives.
The paradigm of translation and interpreting is now broader and much more encompassing, incorporating
discussion of spoken and signed languages in a range of different contexts, using various research methodologies.
We are witnessing more dialogue and collaboration among spoken and signed language interpreter researchers,
which should be further encouraged (Shaw, 2006). For example, a recent conference was coordinated by Lessius
University College and the University of North Florida and was hosted in Antwerp, Belgium on “Aptitude for
Interpreting,” featuring presentations from signed and spoken language interpreting researchers. Speakers from
the United States, Australia, the United Kingdom, Austria, the Czech Republic, Belgium and Italy presented
information about their own research on various screening tests used with interpreting students to ascertain how
linguistic, cognitive or personality factors may predict potential proficiency and success as interpreters. These
presentations generated thoughtful and critical debate on research methodology, data, the use of statistics, and the
applicability of findings across languages and in interpreter education.2 We also observed greater collaborations
among spoken and signed language interpreter educators in delivering and evaluating interpreter education across
languages (Mikkelson & Solow, 2002, 2005a, 2006b; Shaw, Grbic & Franklin, 2004). This partnership is
evidenced by a new program that trains translator and interpreter educators in Australia; the program is open to
educators of all languages.3
Burgeoning relationships in interpreter education are conducive to joint research projects that focus on interpreter
education and training. Research into interpreting practice and interpreter education go hand in hand. Research
informs education, which in turn informs practice (Napier, 2005b). Hence, the International Journal of Interpreter
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Education plays a significant role in contributing to best practices in interpreter education. If the Wright brothers
could take flight again, they would surely do so in a vehicle that incorporated lessons learned from the first flight,
an enhanced understanding of aeronautics in general, and consideration of the potential implications for pilot
training.
Interpreter education research enables us to explore how findings from interpreting research can be incorporated
into the classroom. It provides us with the opportunity to compare educational outcomes with real-world
expectations. It presents us with the challenge of identifying what else we need to know about interpreting in order
to improve the education of interpreters. Interpreting education research can take many forms. It is a genuine
multidisciplinary, multimethod domain of research, drawing on psychological, linguistic, sociological, and
educational research disciplines. Educational research comprises (a) case studies, surveys, longitudinal
evaluations, and action research; (b) analyses of teaching activities, program delivery, or assessment; and (c)
critiques of applications of educational theory. Consideration can be given to, and drawn from, different
stakeholders: practitioners, educators, students, researchers, consumers, service providers, societal institutions
(e.g., government), and the educational institutions themselves.
To use metaphor once more, I borrow from the work of Angelelli (2004) who reports that some interpreter
participants involved in her study likened their role to “diamond connoisseurs,” as they picked through the
information (dirt) to discover the most salient and relevant particles (diamonds). As interpreter researchers,
educators, and educational researchers, we too can forage through the soil for a range of jewels (skills, attributes,
experience, technologies, methodologies) to create the most stunning necklace (ideal program structure/delivery)
that other designers will want to replicate.
This new journal, the International Journal of Interpreter Education (IJIE), brings together spoken and signed
language interpreter researchers and educators to discuss research, literature, and more important, ideas. The
journal is a locus of debate where we can share our jewels and work together to design the perfect necklace. I
encourage anyone teaching interpreters to consider submitting an article to the journal, whether it is based on
empirical research, reflection or observation.
This particular issue comprises articles by signed language interpreting contributors, primarily influenced by the
fact that the journal is published by the Conference of Interpreter Trainers (CIT), which has its roots in the
delivery of American Sign Language/English Interpreting education. The topics discussed are broad ranging, and
the editorial board consists of skilled interpreter educators and researchers who represent many different
languages and communities. This first issue demonstrates the commitment of CIT, the board, and the editor to
make IJIE all-inclusive for spoken and signed language interpreter educators alike. We encourage the sharing of
research, ideas, and knowledge, in order to explore new dimensions in interpreter education and to launch the IJIE
on a new journey of discovery!
This editorial provides me with the opportunity to establish a convention regarding the writing style of the journal.
Many readers will be familiar with the fact that in deaf/signed language linguistics and interpreting literature the
“D/d” convention is used to distinguish between members who use the signed language of a linguistic and cultural
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minority community (Deaf) and those who have a hearing loss but do not use sign language or identify themselves
with this linguistic minority (deaf).4 In developing a policy for this journal, I have decided not to adhere to this
convention. Given the evolving nature of the deaf community due to medical advancements and changes in
educational policy,5 greater numbers of deaf people come to the community as late learners of signed language.
Thus, definitions of deaf community membership are changing. In order to be inclusive rather than exclusive, the
focus of this journal will be on the languages used and interpreting as social practice with empowered and
disempowered communities in both conference and community contexts. No judgment is made about the hearing
and linguistic identity or status of people who use a signed language. If articles are submitted that refer to deaf
people or the deaf community, all references to deafness will be edited so as not to distinguish between Deaf/deaf.
I would like to acknowledge the work of the CIT journal committee in laying the groundwork for the
establishment of this journal and for bringing me on board as editor. These people include Annette Miner (CIT
Board Liaison), Suzanne Ehrlich-Martin and Len Roberson (Co-Chairs), Kimberly Hale, Brenda Nicodemus, and
Sherry Shaw. I would like to recognize the hard work of Annette Miner, the CIT Director of Research and
Publications, in organizing the logistics of the journal publication and for her liaison between myself and the CIT
board. Doug Bowen-Bailey deserves special thanks for his support in working on the IJIE homepage and
developing the online version of the journal, including library subscriptions.
This is the inaugural volume of IJIE, and we welcome feedback from our readers as to the style, content, and
scope of the journal. Future plans for the journal include publication on an annual (rather than biennial) basis, and
a section dedicated to the emerging research of new interpreter educator scholars. As demand increases, we hope
to publish more often, with special volume themes. There is now a rolling call for manuscripts, so please consider
submitting an article and assisting us on the journey of discovery regarding interpreter education.
Revisiting the Star Trek theme and their voyage of discovery. . . . What is our final frontier? We should boldly go
and disseminate, discuss, and dissect interpreter education and research. There are always new ways of looking at
things. This relatively new field of research requires us to open our eyes and really look at what we are doing. So I
would like to end with a quote from Marcel Proust (1871_1922), which I feel sums up this new journey:
“The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes but in having new eyes.”
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